Preoperative Planning and Simulation for Pedicle Screw Insertion Using Computed Tomography-Based Patient Specific Volume Rendering Combined with Projection Fluoroscopy

Abstract

**Background:** It is still difficult to perform pedicle screw insertion on patients with abnormal spine morphology. There is an urgent need to provide projection fluoroscopy images to surgeons to practice pedicle screw insertion.

**Methods:** The simulation software uses a volume rendering algorithm to generate a three-dimensional spine, and it uses a digitally reconstructed radiograph algorithm to simulate anteroposterior and lateral radiographs as the intraoperative image for minimally invasive surgery.

**Results:** Pedicle screw insertion can be accomplished using a bone drill and multidimensional pedicle screws, and can be exhibited or evaluated in both two and three dimensions. Simultaneously, advanced expert preoperative planning can be shown in system.

**Conclusion:** A simulator that develops a three-dimensional, patient-specific volume rendered simulation combined with the projection fluoroscopy for pedicle screw insertion is introduced. The simulator can help the surgeon to plan the operation trajectory and can help to predict the complex situation of the operation.
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Introduction

Pedicle screw insertion has been a standard processes for stabilizing the spine [1]. Spinal surgery can be classified as either minimally invasive or open, based on differences in the size of incisions: minimally invasive surgery implants the pedicle screw based on intraoperative fluoroscopic images to ensure the entry point and trajectory, and open surgery implants the pedicle screw based on identification of anatomic landmarks; open surgery needs experienced surgeons. In both minimally invasive and open surgery, the location of the screw can be observed using a postoperative computed tomography (CT) image to evaluate the accuracy of the screw placement to improve the implant method [2-4]. The procedure of pedicle screw insertion is complicated and has a steep learning curve. Several institutions have reported the complication rates for pedicle screw surgery from 3% to 55%, with a rate of malpositioning from 1.5% to 6.7% [5-13] and breach rates from 1.5% to 58% [12,14,15,16]. However, these results were not comprehensive due to a lack of reports from small medical centers and newer surgeons. The breach rates are related with the years of experience of the surgeon; overall breaches and medial breaches are 12.9% and 8.0%, respectively, for surgeons with less than five years of experience [17]. These results illustrate that the medial breach rate was significantly lower for the experienced surgeons.

Advanced tools may promote the accuracy and safety needed to help the surgeon perform the surgery. However, there are limitations to these tools, and the surgeon must still rely upon experience with the landmarks of the spine to feel when the screw has appropriately inserted. With the development of image-guide techniques and imaging technology, more high-resolution images could be provided to the surgeon, but these images are almost always two-dimensional image scans that lack anatomical information. Thus, even if the surgeon uses advantageous tools such as an image-guided system, an experienced surgeon is required for preoperative planning, especially when the anatomical structure is complex and abnormal. Once the preoperative planning is complete, the surgeon has to carry out the surgical procedure based on his or her experience, for which hand feel for the tool is an important aspect. Previously, some authors have developed a pedicle screw simulator using noncommercial software platforms [18-21]. They used a three-dimensional model to simulate the surgical operation; however, it is not suitable with more modern approaches because of the development of image technology. C-arms that capture projection fluoroscopy images are a common image capture device in the operation room, and
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an O-arm or iso-center C-arm that captures CT scans is used in some hospitals. Accordingly, a simulator should display projection fluoroscopy and CT reslices for the surgeon to more accurately simulate the surgical process.

The objective of the current work was to develop a simulator with the following features:

a. Load patient-specific CT scan and generate three-dimensional volume model.
b. Generate fluoroscopy images.
c. Import surgical tools.
d. Simulate the surgical procedure and show the preoperative planning.
e. Professionally evaluate the surgeon's preoperative plan by comparing to an expert's plan.
f. Have a force feedback simulator that provides an approximately true force.

These features could help surgeons to perform the insertion of pedicle screws based on patient-specific CT scans and to overcome difficulties that they may encounter during a real surgical procedure. The simulator could be defined as a preoperative planning system or a surgeon training system [22]. In open surgery, the surgeon could use the three-dimensional model to simulate the procedure by recognizing the anatomic landmark, ensuring the final position of the pedicle screw, and assessing the consequence of the surgery through a simulated axial CT scan image. In minimally invasive surgery, the surgeon could confirm the entry points and trajectory through an intraoperative fluoroscopy image; after the implant procedure has concluded, the surgeon can also ensure the final position of the pedicle screw and assess the consequence of the surgery through an axial CT scan image. The surgeon could repeatedly simulate the surgical procedure to gain experience; they can simultaneously implement the individual surgical procedure to improve the accuracy of the surgery.

Materials and Methods

Overview

The simulator was mainly developed using a volume rendering algorithm of a series of two-dimensional computed tomography (CT) images with the medical standard image format DICOM 3.0. Due to the characteristics of CT images, a threshold-filtering algorithm, which was able to eliminate muscular and adipose tissues, was used to model the anatomy of the bony structures. Thus, a three-dimensional model of a plastic spine model and an individual patient's (female, age 50, with lumbar disc protrusion between L4 and L5 vertebral body) spine was built separately. Some surgical instruments, including bone drill and pedicle screws which were built by software Solid works have been imported into the system to provide more complete details of the relevant operation. Simultaneously, the simulated frontal and lateral radiograph images and simulated variable-angle and variable-position CT scan images are shown in the system using real-time positioning and posturing of movable instruments consistent with the three-dimensional model.

Software use

The software allows prediction of where to drill a hole and where to insert pedicle screws. The simulator first loads a patient's specific CT scans and generates a volume rendering spine model to help the surgeons to map the anatomy structure, after which CT reslices and radiograph images are generated that could assist the surgeons with diagnosis. Moreover, the tool will be displayed on the three-dimensional CT model, simulated two-dimensional CT scan, and simulated radiograph image. The surgeon is able to operate the handle to control the surgical simulation. Simultaneously, the force feedback which reverses the direction of pedicle screw is displayed as a progress bar while drilling or inserting the pedicle screw. After completing the simulation, preoperative planning for the specific patient is complete. If the simulator is used for training an inexperienced surgeon, an expert operation is required. First, the expert operation finished the surgical process and records the trajectory of pedicle screw. Then, the inexperienced surgeon finished the surgical process independently and the system compares the trajectory between the inexperienced surgeon's and experts'. The distance and angle error of the trajectory will be considered to calculated the final professional evaluation system scores the preoperative planning (Figure 1).

Software and hardware requirements

The simulation hardware consists of a Lenovo D20 graphics workstation and a static joystick. The pedicle screw insertion simulator program is written in C++ language and includes a visualization toolkit (VTK 5.10) and Insight Segmentation and
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Registration Toolkit (ITK 3.20) library. The platform is set up on Qt (4.8.2), which is a cross-platform application and user interface framework.

Simulation requirements and processes

A spinal CT scan (DICOM format) with a pixel size of 0.375 x 0.375 mm and a slice thickness of 0.625 mm is used for the simulation, and all sizes of CT scans are acceptable for the simulator. However, we recommend high-resolution images to obtain more precise anatomical details. After the images are obtained, the threshold filter is used to retain the bony tissue structure in CT scans. A ray-casting volume rendering algorithm is used to reconstruct the three-dimensional spinal model. At the same time, a projection fluoroscopy image is generated by the Digitally Reconstructed Radiographs (DRRs) algorithm. Another process is the arbitrary angle slice of the three-dimensional model to generate CT images. The three-dimensional spinal models, DRRs, and CT reslices can be displayed individually or simultaneously, the pseudo code of simulator was shown in Table1.

Table 1: The pseudo code of simulator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Load CT data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Reconstruct three-dimension spine model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Rebuild CT reslice image and digital radiation reconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Load virtual surgical device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Show the device in all the view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Connect the feedback joystick with the virtual surgical device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Move the joystick plan the trajectory of virtual device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>judge the grayscale at the top of the virtual surgical device and calculate the force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Feed back the force to joystick</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

Three-dimensional reconstruction, projection fluoroscopy, and CT reslice

The simulation software uses a volume rendering algorithm to generate a three-dimensional spine is shown in (Figure 2). Once the CT scans for four vertebral bodies were loaded, the three-dimensional volume rendering spine model, projection fluoroscopy, and CT reslice of the CT image were generated in less than 45 seconds. (Figure 3) Preoperative planning of drilling and inserting pedicle screw with spine model, projection fluoroscopy, and CT reslice. Once the three-dimensional volume rendering spine model, projection fluoroscopy, and CT reslice were displayed in the system, surgical tools were imported into the simulator for the future operation. The surgical tools included the bone drill and various sizes of pedicle screws. The process was accomplished by both plastic spine and real patient’s spine. The coordinate of virtual illustrated the accuracy of the system (Figure 4). In the open surgery condition, the surgeon was able to use the three-dimensional model as the training environment and drill the pedicle and insert the pedicle screw, after which the surgeon was able to obtain the final position of the pedicle screw in both the CT slice and radiograph image. Conversely, in the minimally invasive surgery condition, the surgeon was able to use two-dimensional frontal and lateral radiograph images as the training environment and drill the pedicle and insert the pedicle screw, after which the surgeon was able to obtain the final position of the pedicle screw in both the CT slice and three-dimensional model.

Figure 2: Three-dimensional Model of Spine.

Figure 3: Preoperative planning of drilling and inserting pedicle screw with spine model, projection fluoroscopy, and CT reslice.

Real-time force feedback

The different density of bone was reflected in CT scans as a difference in the gray scale. Thus, this gray scale change indicated where different tips of tools were needed in the simulation due to the changes in bone density. The change was shown by a process bar in the software and was able to be observed by the surgeon (Figure 5).

Expert assessment and score

First, an expert or experienced surgeon planned the trajectory and entry points; then, the software recorded the resulting plan result as the criterion. Next, the surgeon was able to use the simulator to accomplish the surgery procedure. Finally, the surgeon’s result and expert’s result were displayed using the software, and the software was able to conduct the score or evaluation according to the errors between the surgeon’s result and the expert’s result (Figure 6).
Discussion

With the development of surgical technology, spinal fusion surgery with pedicle screw fixation is being used more widely. This reduces the safety by raising the potential risk of surgical procedures and creates a steep learning curve for less experienced surgeons. This could further lead to complications such as infections, epidural hematoma, postoperative fracture, and neuralgia, or may otherwise unnecessary revision surgery, and possibly lead to failure of fusion [21]. The aim of the simulator and software is to help the surgeon complete the surgery more safely and accurately. A three-dimensional visualization of pedicle screw insertion before surgery may help the surgeon become familiar with the patient’s condition, especially in cases of abnormal morphology or other complexities, and thus may reduce the risk of complications [20]. The three-dimensional view may help the surgeon to ensure the relative position between the surgical tools and a patient’s vertebra-the projection fluoroscopy view is consistent with what is customarily used. The CT reslice may also help the surgeon to ensure the position at an arbitrary angle in an arbitrary section. Surgical trainees could learn to repeat the technique repeat at a lower cost and with a curtailed learning curve. The trainee could use the three-dimensional model to diagnose and promote understanding of the anatomy structure, then simulate the surgical procedure, including screw choice, as well as ensure the entry point and pedicle screw insertion point. During pedicle screw insertion, force feedback data would be displayed on the screen in the form of a process bar. Finally, an expert evaluation will be carried out by the software.

When facing complex and abnormal spine morphology such as scoliosis or spinal fractures, pedicle screw insertion is challenging for a surgeon. Complications may lead to catastrophic consequences such as infection, epidural hematoma, postoperative fracture, and neuralgia, or even paralysis. Some surgical auxiliary equipment, such as surgical navigation, may reduce complication rates and breach rates, and some surgery navigation systems, such as Spine Assist, can reduce the rate of malpositioning [23-25]. There is an obvious delineation in the success rate of surgery with and without navigation (4.6% vs. 13.4%, respectively) [23]. Although the intraoperative image could only promote the accuracy over a small range compared with navigation, the high price of the navigation system and complexity of the operation will restrict the system from being used in all hospitals. In the future, the simulator could further combine a hardware system to train and guide the surgeon to implant pedicle screws, thus improving the accuracy of implanting the pedicle screw during actual surgery.

The simulator was tested in an orthopedics department by medical students at Xin-qiao Hospital, Third Military Medical University. The students were divided into two groups with or without the simulator to insert the pedicle screw. The results will be reported in the near future. Currently, the force feedback using the CT gray scale and is shown on the screen, but this is not consistent with the actual surgical environment. Thus, a
force feedback joystick, which could simulate force by collision detection, is undergoing development and will be added to the system soon. Additionally, once the registration is added into the system, the preoperative planning will be displayed in an intraoperative image that will guide the surgeon during pedicle screw insertion in the operation room.

Conclusion

The development of computer technology enables easier medical simulation. The diversity of images requires more diversity in medical simulation. A variety of medical images will allow the surgeon to better understand the anatomy of the patient. The simulator may help the surgeon to plan the operation trajectory and can also help to predict the complex situation of the operation. At present, although the simulator can only be used preoperatively, it provides an obvious benefit to the surgeon, especially one who is less experienced. Further development of the simulator may improve the assistance that surgeons need to safely and accurately complete the operation.
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